
1. Introduction
In the strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field of the Earth, energetic electron scattering and acceleration by cho-
rus waves occurs over a wide range of latitudes for different energies and pitch angles, which makes the latitudinal 
distribution of chorus wave intensity one of the most important characteristics of wave-particle resonance models 
in the magnetosphere (Orlova & Shprits, 2010; Summers et al., 2007; Watt et al., 2013). The most intense chorus 
waves are generated near the geomagnetic equator by anisotropic distributions of hot plasma sheet electrons (Ka-
toh & Omura, 2007; Nunn et al., 2009; Tao, 2014). Decay of wave intensity away from the equatorial source re-
gion is dominated by wave divergence (Breuillard et al., 2012; Chum & Santolík, 2005) and Landau damping by 
suprathermal electron fluxes due to increasingly oblique wave normal vectors in the course of their propagation 
(Bortnik et al., 2006; Brinca, 1972; Kennel, 1966). This wave decay has been confirmed by statistical spacecraft 
observations and is pronounced at latitudes greater than ∼20° on the nightside where chorus wave sources are 
closely confined to near the equator (Meredith et al., 2021).

Although statistical observations have demonstrated much smaller wave power of field-aligned chorus waves 
and increasing whistler obliquity away from the equatorial source region (Agapitov et al., 2018), a noticeable 
population of field-aligned lower-band chorus waves were still detected at latitudes beyond 20° and at L-shell 
∼5–6 (Agapitov et al., 2018; Artemyev et al., 2015; Meredith et al., 2021). Propagation of field-aligned chorus 
relatively unattenuated to middle and even high latitudes can only be explained by wave ducting through fine-
scale plasma density structures, such as crests (Helliwell, 1965; Smith et al., 1960). Such waves are critical for 
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propagating from the magnetosphere to the topside ionosphere and subsequently to the ground in ducted mode, 
that is, guided by density crests as light by optical fibers. In our case event, ducted chorus waves maintain 
significant wave power upon reaching the ionosphere, which is confirmed by ray-tracing simulations. In 
addition, ducted chorus elements observed in the ionosphere bear similar timescales and repetition rates (<1 s) 
to previously reported microburst precipitation. Our observations imply that ducted chorus waves may be an 
important driver of relativistic electron precipitation from the Earth's radiation belt.
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controlling the balance between scattering loss and acceleration of radiation belt electrons (Mourenas et al., 2014; 
Thorne, 2010).

Through ray-tracing simulations, previous studies have shown that ducted whistlers propagate without damping 
and divergence, and sometimes even with significant amplification along convergent field lines (Chen et al., 2017; 
Hanzelka & Santolík, 2019; Katoh, 2014; Streltsov et al., 2012). In the absence of fine-scale density structures, 
whistler waves will propagate in a nonducted way, in which they may experience increasingly oblique wave 
normal angles, followed by magnetospheric reflection and strong Landau damping as the wave frequency ap-
proaches the local lower hybrid frequency upon reaching high-latitude regions (Bortnik et al., 2006; Hanzelka & 
Santolík, 2019; Kimura, 1966). However, both ground-based and magnetospheric observations suggest that whis-
tler waves often experience ducting around the plasmapause (Demekhov et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2010), where 
strong plasma density gradients or small density irregularities (typically field-aligned) serve as wave guides and 
channel whistler waves into lower-altitude regions (Inan & Bell, 1977; Woodroffe & Streltsov, 2013). Discrete 
emissions of whistler waves were observed by spacecraft in the topside ionosphere and have been suggested to 
originate from the magnetosphere (Bortnik et al., 2007; Santolik et al., 2006). There is also strong evidence of 
ducted chorus waves in the low-latitude (<20°) magnetosphere (Chen et al., 2021; Ke et al., 2021), and statistics 
of chorus waves shows a significant population of field-aligned (likely ducted) waves even at middle latitudes 
(<50°) (Agapitov et al., 2018).

Propagating through the ionosphere, chorus waves are significantly modified via absorption, filtering, and other 
mechanisms (Bell & Ngo, 1990; Helliwell, 1965; Sonwalkar, 2006), so it is difficult to use ground-based obser-
vations to directly infer magnetospheric wave properties. A missing key information is, how much field-aligned 
chorus wave power can be channeled into resonant interactions with energetic electrons at middle and high lati-
tudes during a given event? Although the statistical distribution of field-aligned chorus wave power up to ∼40° 
latitude has been provided based on Cluster satellite data (Agapitov et al., 2018; Mourenas et al., 2014; Santolík 
et  al.,  2014), no direct evidence of chorus wave ducting and propagation to low altitudes during a particular 
event has yet been provided. In this paper, we will present the first conjugate observation of ducted chorus waves 
propagating from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere (∼350 km in altitude) and subsequently being transmit-
ted to the ground. Coordinated observations have been made using data from the Van Allen Probe B (VAP-B) 
spacecraft (Mauk et al., 2013), the Enhanced Polar Outflow Probe (e-POP) on the CASSIOPE spacecraft (Yau & 
James, 2015), and the ground-based receiver of the Array for Broadband Observations of VLF/ELF Emissions 
(ABOVE) (Ghaffari et al., 2020).

2. Data and Observations
From Van Allen Probes, we use measurements from the Electric Field and Waves (EFW) instrument (Wygant 
et  al.,  2013) and Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS) (Kletzing 
et  al.,  2013) which provide electron densities inferred from spacecraft potentials, magnetic and electric field 
spectra in the frequencies from 10 Hz to 12 kHz, and short-burst (∼6 s) waveform data at 35k samples per second 
(sps). From e-POP, we use electric field spectra and time series data from the radio receiver instrument (RRI) 
(James et al., 2015), measuring two-component (in the spacecraft y-z plane excluding the ram x direction) electric 
fields in the frequency range of ∼7 Hz to 32 kHz with a sampling rate of 62.5k sps in the VLF mode. The ABOVE 
ground-based VLF receiver (Ghaffari et al., 2020) at Camrose (Canada, L ∼4) measures electromagnetic waves 
in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 75 kHz.

Figure 1 presents an overview of the chorus waves observed from e-POP, the ABOVE VLF ground-based receiv-
er, and Van Allen Probe B (VAP-B) on 6 November 2014. Figure 1a shows that e-POP (red curve) traveled across 
the magnetic footprints of L = 7 to L = 4.5 (where L denotes the distance of the dipole field equatorial crossing 
from the geomagnetic center in Earth radii) at 2.5 hr magnetic local time (MLT) during the period from 07:29:30 
UT to 07:30:40 UT. VAP-B (blue curve) followed 20 min later, traversing neighboring magnetic locations in 
the inner magnetosphere. e-POP was located at an altitude of 350 km just above the ionospheric density peak, 
while VAP-B was located near the geomagnetic equator at L = 5.6 outside the plasmapause (L ∼5) during the 
conjunction. Observations of stable and long-lasting (>30 min on VAP-B, and hours by ABOVE on the ground) 
chorus waves in the same frequency range 0.5–1.5 kHz, where they appear as ducted on VAP-B and e-POP with 
WNA 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 30° correlated with density fluctuations, suggest that both e-POP and VAP-B have probably measured 
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ducted chorus waves coming from the same source region (L ∼5–6) and generated by the same electron popu-
lation injected from the plasma sheet. In fact, based on THEMIS observations outside the plasmapause in the 
premidnight sector (not shown here), such chorus waves have been associated with a set of substorm injections 
initiated at 06:30 UT and intensified right at 07:20 UT, after which time injection electrons with similar energies 
persisted nearly 4 hr.

The e-POP radio receiver instrument measured several bursts of discrete whistler emissions within the frequency 
range of 0.4–1.2 kHz during the conjugacy period in Figure 1c. No chorus wave emissions were observed in the 
ionosphere at L-shells larger than L = 6.5 and smaller than L = 5.0, indicative of relatively confined whistler 
source regions in the magnetosphere. Notably, pronounced discrete whistler wave packets with internal temporal 

Figure 1. (a) Magnetic footprints of the spacecraft and ground-based receiver in L-shell and magnetic local time (MLT). (b) Wave magnetic fields frequency-time 
spectra measured by Array for Broadband Observations of VLF/ELF Emissions (ABOVE) showing discrete chorus waves (0.4–1.5 kHz). (c) Wave electric fields 
frequency-time spectra measured by Enhanced Polar Outflow Probe (e-POP) showing discrete chorus and hiss emissions (0.4–1.2 kHz). Sensor surface current 
measurements from the e-POP Imaging and Rapid-Scanning Ion Mass Spectrometer (IRM) instrument are also displayed to indicate density structures associated 
with whistler waves. (d) Wave electric field spectra observed by Van Allen Probe B (VAP-B). (e) Wave magnetic field spectra. Half and one tenth of the local electron 
gyrofrequency (fce) are indicated as the white and black traces, respectively. (f) Wave normal angles showing mostly field-aligned propagation of chorus waves. (g) 
Poynting flux vector angle with respect to the magnetic field showing additionally that waves propagate down (blue) the field line to the ionosphere. (h) Wave ellipticity 
showing right-handed circularly polarized waves. (i) Electron density structures inferred from spacecraft potentials. (j) Wave normal angles for one of the e-POP 
observed chorus burst within the density duct in (c).
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modulations of approximately 0.5 s can be identified at several frequency bands near L ∼6 from 07:29:50 UT to 
07:30:30 UT. For example, near 07:29:50 UT as indicated by the gray-shaded box region in Figure 1c, intensified 
wave bursts with discrete internal structures, which are the signature of chorus, can be observed at frequen-
cies of 0.9–1.1 kHz. These discrete chorus waves gave way to hiss-like wave emissions at lower frequencies of  
0.4–0.9 kHz, although discrete internal structures are still noticeable in hiss-like emissions. Discrete whistler 
emissions were also identified over the frequency range of 0.4–0.8 kHz near 07:30:05 UT and 07:30:10 UT. 
 Chorus and hiss waves measured by e-POP demonstrate strikingly multifaceted structures in frequency, which 
occur in bursts across L-shells of 5.0–6.5.

More interestingly, the observed chorus waves are mostly associated with increased electron densities inferred 
from the surface currents measured by e-POP Imaging and Rapid-Scanning Ion Mass Spectrometer (IRM) sen-
sor (Yau et al., 2015) and displayed as the white trace in Figure 1c. The sensor surface current is a proxy for 
the electron density and proportional to the latter under typical conditions; increased negative currents indicate 
density enhancements. Figure 1j shows the wave normal angles of chorus and hiss waves within one of the den-
sity crest near 07:29:50 UT, calculated as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = arctan(𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧∕

√

2𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦) . Small wave normal angles are consistent with 
ducted whistler waves propagation. Therefore, these discrete chorus waves appear to have been trapped in the 
corresponding density ducts and may have originated from the overlying magnetosphere. It should be noted that 
some of the discrete chorus emissions are not correlated with apparent density enhancements, suggesting that 
these waves may have exited from the density ducts at altitudes higher than 350 km (Bernhardt & Park, 1977).

Chorus waves were also observed on the ground by the ABOVE VLF receiver at Camrose (L ∼4) within the 
frequency range of 0.4–1.5 kHz (Figure 1b). The difference in L-shell between e-POP and ABOVE observations 
may be explained by cross-L propagation of whistlers in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide once chorus waves exit 
from the ionospheric density peak (Helliwell, 1965). In the inner magnetosphere, VAP-B was conjugate to e-POP 
from 07:50:00 UT to 08:10:00 UT and captured ducted chorus waves with similar characteristics to those in the 
topside ionosphere. The chorus waves observed by VAP-B and e-POP are likely to come from the same source 
region and same source electron population despite having a 20-min time separation, because very similar chorus 
waves were detected on the ground for more than 7 hr from 05:00 UT to 12:00 UT (Figure 1b).

Figures 1d–1i demonstrate the chorus wave characteristics and the associated density duct outside the plasma-
pause (L ∼5) observed from VAP-B. Figures 1d–1e display intense chorus wave packets in the frequency range 
of 0.6–1.5 kHz (∼0.1–∼0.4 fce). Weaker whistler waves can also be identified at frequencies below 0.6 kHz. 
Figures 1f and 1g display the wave normal angle and Poynting flux polar angle (with 0° corresponding to positive 
downward flux along the background magnetic field), showing that only chorus waves with frequencies above 
∼0.5 kHz propagate parallel to B and toward the Earth in the northern hemisphere. Lower-frequency waves are 
antiparallel to B and are not likely to be observed by e-POP. The measurements of wave ellipticity near +1 shown 
in Figure 1h are consistent with right-handed circularly polarized whistler-mode waves. More importantly, Fig-
ure 1i reveals that density enhancements of up to 25% relative to the background are correlated with a number of 
discrete, intensified chorus wave bursts. This level of density crests is more than enough to trap whistler waves 
with frequencies near 0.2fce and wave normal angles less than ∼40° as observed in our case (Helliwell, 1965; 
Smith et al., 1960). These ducted chorus waves will propagate toward the ionosphere and can be detected by 
e-POP.

3. Comparison of Chorus Wave Electric Field Time Series and Spectra
To further highlight the link between, and variations of chorus waves observed by VAP-B in the magnetosphere 
and by e-POP in the ionosphere, we examine in detail the chorus wave spectra and waveform packets. Figure 2 
demonstrates a comparison of frequency spectra and waveform electric fields measured by VAP-B and e-POP 
during the conjunction. We have identified a number of characteristic spectra of discrete whistler bursts with large 
amplitudes and compare them in Figures 2a and 2b. Although the wave power of chorus measured by VAP-B is 
mostly concentrated in the frequency band of 0.7–1.5 kHz, with a distinct spectral peak at near 1 kHz exceed-
ing 10−3 (mV/m)2/Hz, the whistler wave intensity measured by e-POP extends to lower frequencies covering 
0.4–1.0 kHz, with slightly smaller peaks at several frequencies approaching 10−3 (mV/m)2/Hz. Overall, chorus 
waves preserve significant (at least more than 10%) wave power as they are channeled from the magnetosphere 
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into the ionosphere in ducted mode, if we assume the chorus wave activity is relatively stable during the period 
of conjunction as shown by the ground-based measurement (Figure 1c).

To demonstrate the link between e-POP and VAP observed chorus, we show example waveform measurements of 
a single chorus burst during the conjunction. The intervals selected for waveform comparison are highlighted by 
the gray-shaded and blue-shaded rectangular boxes in Figures 1c and 1d. Both electric field time series have been 
band-pass filtered to the frequencies of 0.4–2.0 kHz. Because the local magnetic field at the e-POP position is 
only 12° away from the spacecraft coordinates z direction, Ey and Ez in Figures 2c and 2e represent approximately 
the perpendicular and parallel electric field component, respectively. By examining electric field hodograms 

Figure 2. (a) Thirty-four characteristic spectra of chorus wave packets, selected when Enhanced Polar Outflow Probe (e-POP) observed pronounced discrete whistler 
emissions as shown in Figure 1b. Each spectrum is calculated from 0.5-s waveforms, to match with Van Allen Probe B (VAP-B) spectra measurements. The mean 
values of the spectra are displayed as the red curve. (b) Sixteen characteristic spectra of chorus wave packets, selected when VAP-B observed pronounced discrete 
whistler emissions as shown in Figure 1d. VAP-B survey spectra data are generated from ∼0.5 s waveforms every 6 s. The blue curve displays their mean spectrum. (c), 
(e) 4-s waveform electric fields (spacecraft y and z components) of one chorus wave burst measured by e-POP as highlighted by the gray-shaded box in Figure 1b. (d), 
(f) 5-s waveform electric fields (y (perpendicular) and z (parallel) components) of one chorus wave packet measured by VAP-B as highlighted by the blue-shaded box 
in Figure 1d. (g) Frequency-time spectrogram of chorus waves measured by e-POP, calculated using perpendicular Ey electric fields in panel (c). (h) Frequency-time 
spectrogram of chorus wave measured by VAP-B, calculated using perpendicular Ey electric fields measured by VAP-B in panel (d).
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containing Ey and Ez, it appears that these waves rotate in the right-handed polarized sense, as expected for whis-
tler-mode waves.

Markedly, the waveform electric fields measured by VAP-B and e-POP both display internal structures with a 
period of ∼0.3 s. These fine structures can be clearly identified in Figures 2g and 2h, in which Fourier frequen-
cy-time spectra of chorus waves demonstrate typical characteristics of mostly rising-tone but occasionally fall-
ing-tone elements in the frequencies of ∼0.7–1.2 kHz. More importantly, several rising-tone elements near 1 kHz 
detected by e-POP in the ionosphere have wave power of up to 10−2 (mV/m)2/Hz, comparable with that measured 
by VAP-B in the magnetosphere.

Despite similar rising and falling tones, chorus waves measured by e-POP are generally less intense, less co-
herent, and narrower in bandwidth than their counterparts measured by VAP-B, as shown in Figures 2g and 2h. 
In addition to chorus elements, the ducted whistler packets measured by e-POP have significant hiss-like wave 
power at frequencies below 0.8 kHz, which differs from the VAP-B observation. These hiss-like unstructured 
emissions may have been generated by discrete chorus emissions during their dispersive propagation toward the 
ionosphere (Bortnik et al., 2008, 2009; Li et al., 2015). Escaping from a duct may also contribute to the loss of 
coherency during the propagation. A slight difference in wave normal angles of chorus and hiss waves is discern-
ible in Figure 1j.

4. Whistler Ray-Tracing Simulations
To verify our hypothesis that the chorus waves observed by e-POP in the ionosphere are causally related to equa-
torial chorus waves similar to the waves simultaneously measured by VAP-B in the magnetosphere at a nearby 
L-shell and MLT, we use 2D (in the meridional plane) HOTRAY (Bortnik et al., 2011; Horne, 1989) ray-tracing 
simulations to model propagation and evolution of ducted and nonducted chorus from the equatorial magneto-
sphere to high latitudes. Two-dimensional simulations are justified because the observed conjugate chorus waves 
are relatively confined in MLT (∼2–3 hr). We have adopted a dipole magnetic field and a diffusive equilibrium 
cold plasma density model (Bortnik et al., 2011). Electron distributions used for the Landau damping calculation 
are based on THEMIS statistics of electron measurements over the suprathermal energy range (∼0.1–26 keV), 
parameterized by L-shell, MLT and Planetary K-index (Kp) (Chen et al., 2013). On top of the cold plasma den-
sity model with a plasmapause inner edge at L = 5, we superpose a small field-aligned density duct centered at 
L = 5.6, according to VAP-B observations. The density duct is added by introducing an enhancement factor of 
20% relative to the background and a spatial Gaussian width of 0.1 L. This density increase corresponds to a 
density enhancement of less than 2 cm−3 in spacecraft measurements.

We first specify in the simulation 13 whistler rays, spanning the frequencies of 300–15,00 Hz and initiated with 
parallel propagation from the equatorial magnetosphere within the duct. Figures 3a1–3f1 display wave propa-
gation characteristics of 13 ducted chorus rays. Although higher-frequency chorus waves propagate with larger 
group velocities than lower-frequency ones, all of the chorus rays are effectively trapped within the small density 
crest (of a 20% increase) and reach the ionosphere within approximately 1 s. The chorus waves travel coherently 
in ducted mode and have quasi-parallel propagation along the field line, albeit with undulation in wave normal 
angles. This undulation signifies that the rays do not propagate exactly parallel to the field within the duct, but are 
internally reflected into the duct near the edges, similar to guiding of light by optical fibers. The slight deviation 
from the field-aligned direction leads to a small level of Landau damping; higher-frequency chorus waves expe-
rience larger damping (approximately 80% power decay upon reaching the ionosphere for the chorus at 1.5 kHz) 
than the lower-frequency ones (Figure 3f1). Stronger Landau damping for higher-frequency chorus may partly 
explain the prevalence of low-frequency (0.4–1.0 kHz) chorus observed by e-POP. Overall, at frequencies below 
1 kHz, chorus waves can reach the ionosphere in ducted mode with little wave power decay. The simulated fea-
tures of quasi-parallel ducted propagation and relatively unattenuated chorus elements reaching the ionosphere 
are consistent with VAP-B and e-POP observations.

Upon reaching ionospheric altitudes, several high-frequency (>1 kHz) chorus rays escape from the density duct 
and leak to smaller L-shell regions. This leakage is attributed to intertwined density structures, including iono-
spheric densities, plasmapause densities, and the density duct, when the rays arrive at high latitudes where mag-
netic field lines converge. This superposition of density structures destroys the balance of the refractive index of 
the trapped chorus on the two edges of the density duct, leading to irreversible wave leakage. The wave leakage 
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at low altitudes may result in an overlap of chorus wave bursts from different L-shells. Furthermore, the leakage 
may also be responsible for the loss of coherency after propagation over an extended path and account for the 
observed hiss-like spectra from e-POP.

Without a density duct, however, initially parallel-propagating chorus waves suffer severe Landau damping (Fig-
ure 3f2) because their wave normal angles become increasingly oblique to the field line direction (Figure 3d2), 
a condition favorable to Landau damping (Bortnik et al., 2006; Brinca, 1972; Kennel, 1966). The chorus wave 
power attenuates to be less than 1% of its original value in less than 0.4 s, with the higher-frequency chorus being 
damped more rapidly than low-frequency chorus. As a result, no chorus waves can reach high latitudes beyond 
20° in Figure 3c2.

To understand whether our event can be related to nonducted whistler propagation, in a way similar to past sim-
ulations of hiss wave leaking to the plasmasphere (Bortnik et al., 2011), we also simulate whistler propagation 
initiated with a range of wave normal angles (Figures 3a3–3a4 and 3a4–3f4) and wave vectors azimuthally facing 
inward (negative angles). These inward-facing chorus waves will suffer less Landau damping because of the ten-
dency of outward refraction (Bortnik et al., 2011). In Figures 3a3–3f3, only a couple of waves with intermediate 
wave normal angles can reach the highest latitude of ∼60° (Figure 3c3), but none can reach an altitude below 
1,500 km where e-POP is located. Waves with frequencies higher than ∼500 Hz will suffer more damping (Fig-
ures 3f3–3f4) and are limited to be within 30° latitude (Figure 3c4). This is consistent with previous simulations 
showing limited access of chorus waves to high latitudes, particularly with frequencies and at locations relevant 
to our observations (∼500–1,200 Hz, MLT 2–3 and L ∼5.6, Agapitov et al., 2018; Meredith et al., 2021). Com-
paring ducted and nonducted chorus propagation in Figure 3, we conclude that no significant chorus wave power 
at 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 500 Hz can reach low altitudes at the e-POP location without the presence of density ducts. At dayside, with 

Figure 3. First two columns of panels show ray-tracing simulations of ducted (a1–f1) and nonducted (a2–f2) whistler wave propagation, with 13 individual rays, 
launched with a field-aligned wave normal angle but different frequencies in the range of 300–1,500 Hz. The third and fourth columns of panels show further nonducted 
whistler propagation, with 84 rays, launched with a range of initial wave normal angles and a frequency of 0.5 kHz (a3–f3) and 0.7 kHz (a4–f4). The vertical panels 
from a to f are: whistler ray trajectories in the dipole field x-z plane; background density with and without a density duct in L; evolution of ray positions in magnetic 
latitude; evolution of chorus wave normal angles; evolution of chorus ray trajectories in geocentric distance; evolution of chorus rays wave power decay in decibel due 
to Landau damping. Ray tracing is terminated when reaching below a critical path-integrated gain of −20 dB.
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much less electron Landau damping, nonducted waves can travel to higher latitudes and contribute to plasmas-
pheric hiss (Bortnik et al., 2011) and low-altitude ionospheric hiss (Xia et al., 2019).

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Although over the last decade, the importance of chorus waves has been recognized in balancing acceleration 
and loss of radiation belt electrons (Mourenas et al., 2014; Thorne, 2010) and in generating diffuse and pulsating 
auroras (Kasahara et al., 2018; Thorne et al., 2010) both on Earth and other magnetized planets (Li et al., 2017), 
the associated wave-particle interaction is often thought to occur primarily near the equator where chorus waves 
are generated (Katoh & Omura, 2007; Nunn et al., 2009; Tao, 2014). Only when ducted by density irregularities 
can field-aligned chorus waves propagate to middle and high latitudes (e.g., 𝐴𝐴 𝐴∼ 20◦ ) without severe attenuation 
and control wave-particle interaction there (Hanzelka & Santolík, 2019). This ducted propagation to the iono-
sphere has not yet been observed in a particular event. Using magnetically conjugate chorus observations from 
e-POP in the ionosphere (∼350 km in altitude) and VAP-B in the magnetosphere (L ∼5–6) along with ray-tracing 
simulations to help interpret these observations, we have provided first evidence that lower-band chorus waves 
generated in Earth's equatorial magnetosphere travel to the ionosphere in ducted mode.

Through ducting which enables chorus to preserve a substantial fraction of its wave power at middle (or even 
high) latitudes, these off-equator chorus waves will have a critical impact on acceleration and loss of Earth's 
radiation belt electrons, those with energies from hundreds of keV up to several MeV (Horne & Thorne, 2003; 
Millan & Thorne, 2007; Summers et al., 1998). Of these, a type of short-lived (<1 s), intense and often relativistic 
(>500 keV) electron precipitation, known as “microbursts,” has been primarily attributed to resonant interactions 
with chorus waves potentially at middle (∈ [20, 40]°) latitudes (Breneman et al., 2017; Horne & Thorne, 2003; 
Imhof et al., 1992; Lorentzen et al., 2000). This microburst precipitation is a major loss process for the outer 
radiation belt during storms (Lorentzen et al., 2000).

Ducted chorus waves observed by e-POP and VAP-B may be associated with microburst precipitation for several 
reasons: (a) ducted chorus elements observed in the ionosphere bear similar duration and repetition rates (<1 s) 
to microbursts; (b) the chorus observations are around the postmidnight sectors (MLT ∼2.5) outside the plas-
mapause (L ∼5) where microbursts are often measured (Lorentzen et al., 2000); (c) the observed quasi-parallel 
chorus waves in the frequency range of 0.4–1.2 kHz can theoretically induce energetic electron precipitation with 
minimum cyclotron resonant energies from ∼100 keV at the magnetic latitude of 10° to greater than 3 MeV at 40° 
(Horne & Thorne, 2003; Summers et al., 1998) (see also the calculation provided in Figure S1). The estimated 
minimum resonant energies coincide with the previously observed energetic microbursts (Breneman et al., 2017; 
Imhof et al., 1992; Lorentzen et al., 2000; Millan & Thorne, 2007; O'Brien et al., 2004).

Finally, the main mechanism suggested for explaining short and intense microburst precipitation is nonlinear res-
onant electron scattering by chorus waves (Breneman et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2021; Shumko et al., 2018). Such 
nonlinear resonances require a high wave coherence (Zhang et al., 2020). The most intense precipitation is ex-
pected from the chorus wave generation region where waves are highly coherent (e.g., Hikishima et al., 2010) and 
background field inhomogeneity is sufficiently weak to provide favorable conditions for nonlinear resonances 
(e.g., Tobita & Omura, 2018), whereas precipitation from middle latitudes (where relativistic electrons resonate 
with chorus waves) are expected to be weaker due to lower wave intensity (Chen et al., 2020), stronger magnetic 
field inhomogeneity, and lower wave coherence (Tsurutani et al., 2011). The ducted wave propagation is ideal to 
keep wave intensity and coherency sufficiently high up to the middle latitudes where relativistic microbursts are 
likely generated. Conceivably, these ducted chorus waves and the associated wave-particle interaction processes 
will have profound implications for interpreting measurements of energetic precipitation events in the ionosphere 
and riometer absorptions on the ground.

Data Availability Statement
The e-POP RRI and IRM data can be publicly accessed through https://epop-data.phys.ucalgary.ca/. The VAP-B 
EFW and EMFISIS data are publicly available through http://www.space.umn.edu/rbspefw-data/ and https://
emfisis.physics.uiowa.edu/data/index. The ABOVE data are publicly available at https://data.phys.ucalgary.ca/
sort_by_project/GO-Canada/GO-ABOVE/. The MATLAB code for analyzing e-POP RRI electric fields, for 

https://epop-data.phys.ucalgary.ca/
http://www.space.umn.edu/rbspefw-data/
https://emfisis.physics.uiowa.edu/data/index
https://emfisis.physics.uiowa.edu/data/index
https://data.phys.ucalgary.ca/sort_by_project/GO-Canada/GO-ABOVE/
https://data.phys.ucalgary.ca/sort_by_project/GO-Canada/GO-ABOVE/
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calculating the minimum cyclotron resonant energies, and for plotting ray-tracing simulation results (and simula-
tion data) are available through http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5576596. The analysis of the Van Allen Probe data 
is carried out using the standard SPEDAS software package (v4.1) through https://spedas.org/.
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